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SYNOPSIS - DOOR MAT: IT’S A BOY!! !
!
“People may walk all over them, but a DOOR MAT always says ‘welcome.’”
Uncle Alice stars in award winning cult filmmaker Erik Larson’s new short film series
DOOR MAT... 3 short films chronicling the life of Doreena Matune and the house
guests who welcome themselves into her life.
In DOOR MAT: It’s a Boy!, favorite nephew Buckley shows up with Xoie, a young gal in
a world of trouble. When Auntie Dor goes snooping, she finds there might be a little
something more to the situation than meets the eye.
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LARSERIK FILMS’ FESTIVAL PREMIERES AND AWARDS
Sneak Preview - Quentin Tarantino’s New Beverly Cinema DOOR MAT Film Series
Telly Award (Bronze) for Low Budget Filmmaking - Meter Girls
Official Selection Mockfest Film Festival 2011 for Kitteh Hutch
Reeling Film Festival - Dyke Delicious Festival - Chicago 2011 for Kitteh Hutch

Updated screenings, awards, and news info available at
larserikfilms.com and doormatmovie.com

USEFUL LINKS
Director’s Site:! !
!
EPK with Hi-Res Photos:!
Teaser Trailer! !
!

www.larserikfilms.com
www.doormatmovie.com
www.youtube.com/user/larserikfilms
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TECHNICAL INFO
Running Time:!

!

!

29 Minutes (00:29:15)! !

Shooting Format:!!

!

HDV/MiniDV

Exhibition Format:!

!

Region 0 DVD

Aspect Ratio:!

!

!

1:78 (16x9 video)

Sound:!

!

!

Stereo

!

Country of Production:!!

United States

Date of Completion:!

!

November 2012

Language:! !

!

English

!

!

PRINCIPAL CREW
Writer/Director!

!

!

Erik Larson

Producers! !
!
!
!

!
!

!
!

LarsErik Film Productions
Erik Larson and Tony Pinizzotto

Original Music!

!

!

Jilly Idle

Film Editing!

!

!

Erik Larson
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Doreena Matune!!
Xoie !!
!
!
Buckley! !
!
Joreeta!
!
!
Maggie Magnolia!!
Starlette! !
!

!
!
!
!
!
!
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Uncle Alice
Brad Bell (as Cheeks)
Chris Villalobos
Melissa Fosse-Dunne
Carrie D’Waay
Gabby Sanalitro

DIRECTOR’S FILMOGRAPHY
DOOR MAT: It’s a Boy!, 2012, 29 minutes
DOOR MAT: Crazy Love, 2012, 25 minutes
DOOR MAT: Movin’ on In, 2012, 25 minutes
Kitteh Hutch, 2011, 4 minutes
Instant Gratification, 2010 4 minutes,
Meter Girls, 1998, 105 minutes
Lost, 1996, 60 minutes
KaFiend, 1994, 5 min
Nut Cracker, 1990, 9 minutes
Graham Crackers, 1989, 85 minutes
Problem Child, 1988, 37 minutes
The Baby, 1987, 15 minutes
House of Sin, 1985, 60 minutes
Deranged Daughter, 1984, 19 minutes
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ERIK LARSON (Director, Writer, Producer)

“Give this guy a budget and there’s no telling what he can do.” - Windy City Times
Born and raised in Chicago Illinois, underground filmmaker Erik Larson’s been directing, writing, and
producing his own Super-8 sound films since his early teens. Larson’s newest project, the
warmhearted DOOR MAT film series (2012) marks his first foray into the digital video format. Drawing
from real-life inspirations DOOR MAT tells the story of Southern widow Doreena Matune relocating to
Southern California and starting her life anew. Auntie Dor battles houseguests, both invited and
uninvited, who welcome themselves into her home and her life. The DOOR MAT film series sneak
previewed at Quentin Tarantino’s nationally-known Los Angeles art house the New Beverly Cinema to
a jam-packed house and great acclaim. One viewer went so far as to describe "It's a Boy!" as "quietly
profound."
Although he has moved into digital filmmaking, until 2010 Larson still used a Super 8 camera - one
that he picked up at a thrift store for under $50. Even now, his equipment is consumer-grade, which
Larson takes pride in using, and pushing to new and unexpected limits.
He astonishes guerrilla filmmaking aficionados when they learn that he was one of the only known
filmmakers writing, directing, and shooting feature length comedies on Super 8, complete with
musical numbers. “We used to get the film developed at a local Target store! There were times when I
was receiving the footage back from the developer just days, and sometimes hours, before I’d
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(cont.)
screen the film. I’d have to get out my editing equipment, splice the parts together with a razor blade,
and quickly piece it together with splicing tape. Then I’d have the actors loop the sound in the back
room of the venue while the audience waited patiently for the show to begin.” Such is the excitement
of being an underground filmmaker.

Larson’s fresh and original style of story telling emerged in the true underground of Chicago. His work
first unveiled in clubs such as The Roxy, The Beat Kitchen, and Smart Bar, and was profiled on
Lesbi-Gay radio & on the Emmy Award winning TV program Wild Chicago. Larson’s low-budget
celluloid career began at the age of 12, when an uncle gave him a Super 8 camera for Christmas.
Larson honed his artistry on animated productions and movies starring the neighborhood kids. In his
teens, a chance meeting with aspiring film student Uncle Alice sparked a friendship and collaborative
relationship that has lasted three decades. With Uncle Alice as his divine muse and idea sounding
board, Erik has set about creating almost a dozen films since.
His previous films include; Kitteh Hutch (2011) which was an official selection at the Dyke-Delicious
film festival (an off shoot of the Chicago Reeling Gay and Lesbian Festival) at Chicago Filmmakers as
well as Los Angeles’ Mockfest; Instant Gratification (2010) the salacious, mind-blowing music video
project for pop star Cheeks; Super-8 musical feature Meter Girls (1998) which brought him a Bronze
Telly Award for Low Budget Filmmaking; The highly celebrated LOST (1996) which sealed his
reputation as a creative talent who delights audiences on a shoe-string budget; Graham Crackers
(1989) and House of Sin (1985), two feature-length tales completely shot on Super-8 sound film; as
well as the short films KaFiend (1994), Nut Cracker (1990), Problem Child (1988), The Baby (1987),
and Deranged Daughter (1984): all featuring his trademark light and fun creative touch.
Although frequently referred to as “The next John Waters” Larson prefers to think himself more in the
tradition of filmmaker George Cukor who made many of the great women’s comedies of the 1930s
and 1940s. Larson’s “off-beat offerings have a fundamentally cheerful quality.” A road scholar of
filmmaking, Larson studied briefly at Columbia College, and later with humorist Heather McAdams at
Chicago Filmmakers, but is primarily self-taught.
In August of 2012 Larson was a juror for Arkansas’ Offshoot Film Festival produced by the Seedling
Film Association. Larson also designs graphics for TV/Film companies. His work has be
seen locally on KABC-TV, KCOP My 13, and Good Day LA/Fox 11 KTTV in Los Angeles; WCIU-TV,
CH. 26, “The U” and WLS-TV ABC7 in Chicago, WDJT-TV CBS Milwaukee, WBND-LD ABC-TV
South Bend IN. Erik’s designs can be seen nationally on Game Show Network, for Somebody’s
Basement by Cricket Feet Casting, and on Dat’s a Rap Productions’ award-winning web series
featuring comediennes Itty P and DJ Model T. Erik Larson currently resides in Los Angeles, CA.
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UNCLE ALICE (Doreena Matune)

It comes as no surprise that UNCLE ALICE has carved a distinctive career out
for herself as a performer as she is one of the most naturally funny and
charming people one is likely to ever encounter. UNCLE ALICE started out
behind the camera as a filmmaker, before finding her way to the right side of
the camera when she was cast in her first film with underground director Erik
Larson. Together the pair have created a catalog of unique characters over the
years in a string of classic underground films, from shorts like Deranged
Daughter, The Baby and Problem Child to ambitious features such as Meter
Girls and Lost, where she delivered knock-out performances. In recent years,
everyone’s favorite Uncle has branched out, appearing in several independent
films in her hometown of Chicago - Hannah Free and Jamie and Jessie are
Not Together - while continuing to collaborate with Larson in Los Angeles. She
is front and center in the DOOR MAT series, pulling out all the stops and
delivering her most charmingly goofy yet heartfelt performance in her career
as put-upon hostess Doreena Matune welcoming a never-ending stream of
houseguests. On stage, she found her way into the lead role of Lucretia Collins in Tennessee
Williams’ “Portrait of a Madonna,” at Chicago Actors Studio where she has studied.
www.UncleAlice.net

CHEEKS (Xoie)

Brad Bell aka Cheeks is showrunner and star of Husbands, the newlywed
sitcom which made history as the first online show to be honored by
prestigious television institute The Paley Center. Husbands remains the only
new media series featured by The New Yorker, in a rave review that hailed
Bell as “the standout.” Bell has worked as a satirist and recording artist since
2008 with the release of the The Boy from Venus, a three song EP of
electronic music as the online persona Cheeks. A self-proclaimed “social
media artist,” he produced a stream of content and merchandise for his evergrowing web audience. His work includes socio-satirical comedy videos, music
videos, a series of podcasts, and his own social networking site. In 2009, he
released his sophomore EP of original music called Glambition, which reached
the number 3 position on iTunes’ Electronic Music Charts. On Twitter,
GoCheeksGo was recently ranked as the 25th most popular account in
Hollywood by Twitterholic.com. He’s also been seen in the musical series Frontmen (which spawned
his hit song “They Call Me Cheeks”) and a guest starring role on Starz Channel’s sci-fi hit Torchwood:
Miracle Day. His fierce yet tender performance as Xoie in DOOR MAT: It’s a Boy! garnered acclaim
from all who have seen it, giving Bell another unique character to be proud of in his fast-rising career.
In 2012, Bell became Consulting Producer for VH1’s Pop Up Video.
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm2328077/?ref_=fn_al_nm_1
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CHRIS VILLALOBOS (Buckley)

Chris Villalobos, who self-effacingly refers to himself as “the king of all pushover actors,” brings forth his innocence in two of the three short films in Erik
Larson's new series DOOR MAT. Chris started his career on the stage back in
his hometown of Plano, TX in such dramatic roles as George in Our Town,
Phaeton in Metamorphosis, Robert in Rhimers of Eldritch, and Matt Hudlocke
in the 2006 Texas UIL Champion play The Marriage of Bette and Boo. This is
his first experience working for LarsErik Productions but can be seen in other
roles for the screen in Wilder Point, The Lookout, Four Years, Danny and the
Deep Blue Sea and Where is Truth, TX. Though his career is heavily in
development, Chris is enjoying every bit of his time in LA and is very thankful
to all of his family and friends.

MELISSA FOSSE-DUNNE (Joreeta)

Hard-working Hollywood actress Melissa Fosse-Dunne is the go-to girl for bigtime laughs. She lights up the big and small screens with her effervescent
personality, and was crowned “Miss Plus Top Model 2010.” She is delighted to
be living out her “Toddlers & Tiaras” dreams for real! Melissa recently donned
a British accent to play pop superstar Adele in the national film comedy 30
Nights of Paranormal Activity with the Devil Inside the Girl with the Dragon
Tattoo (2013). She’s been seen nationally on Telepictures’ hit talk shot The
Real, as well the indie films Bad Meat and Knife To A Gunfight. Growing up in
suburban Chicago, Melissa honed her skills at the Second City Conservatory,
and has appeared in such varied stage works as I Stand Before You Naked,
Diary of a High School Dropout and two years with The Vagina Monologues.
She comes from a royal performing lineage (see the Fosse in her name -- yes,
THAT Fosse!), but knows better than to take herself too seriously. She has
done numerous television commercials, often performing as her endearing
waitress persona known as Charlene.
http://www.melissafosse-dunne.com/MFD/Home.html
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CARRIE D’WAAY (Maggie Magnolia)
Singer-actress Carrie D’Waay is another treasured star from the LarsErik
galaxy. Meeting Larson when they were both teenagers, Carrie initiated a
friendship with the shy young filmmaker, and they have remained close ever
since. A kind, gentle and strikingly lovely girl, Carrie often finds herself cast in
the villain role in Larson’s film opuses. She first appeared as Debbie (or
“Starfire”) in Larson’s short film The Baby. She stepped before the camera as
an eyepatch-sporting killer in Problem Child the following year, as Larson
attempted to to break her out of her truly nice persona. Carrie did such a
convincing job that she’s pretty much found herself typecast in the LarsErik
productions that followed; as devious daughter Candy in Graham Crackers;
the coffee-pushing homeowner in KaFiend; a money bilking single mom in
Lost; and as the “freebie-furnishing” arch-enemy of hookers CeCe Horne in
Meter Girls. In the DOOR MAT series, Carrie is back in her villainous best as
the next-door neighbor from Hell who thinks everyone is there to serve her
purposes, no matter how self-centered of boozy those purposes may be.

GABBY SANALITRO (Starlette)
Gabby Sanalitro is a hard-working stage and screen actress who found her
way into the LarsErik ensemble and became and instant favorite with both the
fans and her fellow cast members. Most recently, Sanalitro was seen live onstage in the dual roles of Rosie The Robot and Family Guy’s Conseula in the
award-winning LA Fringe Festival musical The Real Housekeepers of Studio
City. She’s been seen on television with Michael C. Hall on Dexter; The
Tonight Show with Conan O'Brien; Good Luck Charlie; Criminal Minds; Early
Edition; The Man Show; Strong Medicine and Mind of Mencia. Sanalitro also
costars in the independent films Since You've Been Gone, Everybody Wants
to be Italian, opposite Tom Arnold in The Kid and I, and Scream of the Bikini.
Despite appearing with some of the biggest names in film and music, Gabby
always makes the time to join Larson and the gang for the merry madness of
their dark comedies. Her scenes as Starlette in DOOR MAT which should forever cement her
reputation as cult movie star. www.gabbysanalitro.com
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TONY PINIZZOTTO (Producer)
South Jersey Native, former Chicagoan, and now Los
Angeles transplant Tony Pinizzotto is delighted to a part of
the team making Larson’s DOOR MAT film series what it is
today. Pinizzotto first met Larson in 1995, shortly before
Larson created Lost, and then the happy mod-hooker
musical feature Meter Girls. Pinizzotto’s roots were
established as a Chicago theatrical producer. There he
helped create and run Chicago’s CLOSE CALL THEATRE,
bringing new works and classic drama to the Windy City.
Pinizzotto’s off-beat experience as a creative writer/producer
for television and innovative accomplishments in publicity
made for a perfect fit with Larson’s original style of storytelling. Tony ventured West with Erik where he has continued to pursue producing and acting in Los
Angeles and can be seen in several commercials as well as live stage shows in the LA area. In 2009
Pinizzotto received an Inland Empire Theatre League Award acting nomination for his role as Sancho
in Man of LaMancha and in 2011 appeared on the big screen with actor Harvey Keitel in The Last
Godfather. Recent ventures include, studies at The Groundlings Comedy School, the soon to be
released thriller Paraphobia and Alissa Juvan’s Collared, a spoof of Taken. Pinizzotto plays Doreena’s
son Hank Matune in DOOR MAT: Crazy Love. www.TonyPinizzotto.com

JILLY IDLE (Original Music)
Jilly Idle is another of the MVPs in the LarsErik Films group, having been
“instrumental” in nearly every production since the late 80s. She is a
powerhouse musical creator for LarsErik Films’ Problem Child, Graham
Crackers, Nut Cracker, Meter Girls, and the DOOR MAT film series. This
self-taught musician/singer/songwriter is well known on the Chicago
coffeehouse and club scene. She was one half of the acoustic duo
Carnival of Faith along with Jeff Altergott. They turned out two fantastic
folk-rock albums in the 90s: their debut Outside the Metro and the followup In Rune, and contributed the track “I Wanted You To” to Uncommon
Ground Coffeehouse Sampler Vol. 1 the first compilation CD of amazing
singer/songwriters hand-chosen by premier midwest acoustic venue
Uncommon Ground. Carnival of Faith was a much-loved fixture on the
local acoustic circuit, playing coffeehouses, small venues and street fairs.
They later evolved into Three Fried Rice before moving on to pursue their
individual interests. In the late 90’s, Jilly released her critically acclaimed
album PORCH SONGS, receiving positive praise for her heartfelt songs.
http://www.larserikfilms.com/LarsErikFilms/Jilly_Idle.html
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